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Ciao Software’s Gift Card and Accounts Module
Customer Data Tracking to Expand and Manage Your Business

Whether you’re tracking gift card purchases for your restaurant or billing customer accounts for your club 

or cafeteria, Ciao’s Gift Card and Accounts Module provides you with the most comprehensive, flexible and 

easy-to-use management tools available.

Ciao’s Gift Cards offer you the security and accountability not found with yesterday’s paper “gift certificates” 

and other gift card systems. With Ciao, you process your gift cards like a credit card but with no extra fees 

— resulting in significant cost savings. And Ciao’s customer tracking feature always gives you the latest and 

most accurate customer balance — a huge time and money saver in multi-restaurant chains. Additionally, 

Ciao lets you create custom gift cards with your logo or any image — projecting a professional, high tech 

look as you expand your name recognition and customer base.

Ciao’s Accounts function offers the same level of customer tracking and powerful management tools for high 

volume operations and other venues where accounts are used such as cafeterias and private clubs. Our 

comprehensive reporting lets you generate detailed custom reports by customer, account, aging, etc. And 

with Ciao, you can eliminate separate manual accounting systems by using our integrated billing and payment 

processing features or our QuickBooks interface — increasing convenience and efficiency for managers.

With Ciao’s Gift Card and Accounts Module, you can:

•  Process gift cards like a credit card but without the fees — saving you up to $.25 for every gift card 

swipe and up to 4 seconds per transaction

•  Issue gift cards that can be used anywhere within a multi-restaurant chain — increasing customer 

options and promoting new locations

•  Recharge gift cards anytime – maximizing customer purchase opportunities

•  Recalculate remaining balances automatically and print on customer receipt — eliminating error and 

customer confusion

•  Set up monthly billing accounts with integrated invoice generation and payment receipt processing 

— improving efficiency in clubs, hospitals, and other venues with corporate customers, multiple cost 

centers, etc.

•  Post directly to QuickBooks customer accounts – providing seamless integration for QuickBooks users 

and eliminating dual entry

•  Set up decreasing balance accounts (similar to a gift card) — reducing checkout time in high volume 

operations (i.e., a hospital cafeteria where interns receive a monthly meal allotment)

•  Design discount cards with maximum flexibility (i.e. applying discounts to selected items, to all items 

except . . ., for a limited period of time, for a set fee) — building customer loyalty
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•  Set up discount accounts – providing management control over discounts given

•  Display and print comprehensive reports filtered by account ranges, account aging, customer, etc. — 

allowing you to fine tune your business strategy

ACCOUNTS
Ciao provides a comprehensive 
Customer Accounts system 
that generates invoices and 
accepts payments. Ciao also 
provides a live interface to 
Intuit’s QuickBooks Pro for 
posting customer charges. 

GIFT CARD PAYMENT
Ciao’s fully-integrated Gift 
Card System lets users 
process gift cards just like 
credit cards with a simple 
swipe. The transaction history 
for that card is immediately 
displayed and can be printed.


